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Abstract 

Feature selection is used to reduce the number of features in many applications where hundreds or thousands of 

features are present in data.  Many feature selection methods are proposed which mainly focus on finding 

relevant features. High dimensional data becomes very common with the emerging growth of   applications. 

Thus, there is a need of mining High dimensional data very effectively and efficiently. Clustering is widely used 

data mining model that partitions data into a set of groups, each of which is called a cluster. To reduce the 

dimensionality of the data and  to select a subset of useful features from this clusters is the main goal of feature 

subset selection.  In dealing with high-dimensional data for efficient data mining, feature selection has been 

shown very effective. Popular social media data nowadays increasingly presents new challenges to feature 

selection. Social media data consists of data such as posts, comments, images, tweets, and linked data which 

describes the relationships between users of social media and the users who post the posts. The nature of social 

media increases the already challenging problem of feature selection because the social media data is massive, 

noisy, and incomplete. There are several algorithms applied to find the efficiency and effectiveness of the 

features. Here we are using the combination of FAST and Linked Unsupervised feature selection algorithm for 

the linked high dimensional data. 

Keywords:Clustering, Feature selection, FAST, Linked data, LUFS. 

1. Introduction 

Feature selection  as a preprocessing step to data 

mining  is effective in removing  irrelevant  data , 

reducing dimensionality, and improving result 

comprehensibility. In some applications Clustering is 

also called data segmentation because it makes the 

partitions of large data sets into groups  based on 

their similarity. A database or a data warehouse can 

contain several attributes or dimensions. Handling 

high dimensional data is enormous issue in data 

mining applications. Clustering methodis used for 

grouping together  data  that are similar to each other 

and dissimilar to the data belonging to other clusters. 

Many clustering algorithms can effectively manage 

low-dimensional data, which involves only two to 

three dimensions. Human eyes can judge the quality  

 

of clustering effectively upto three dimensions. In 

high-dimensional space finding clusters of data 

objects is very challenging. Irrelevant features 

provide useless data which is not related to the target 

classes.  

The objectives of feature selection includes: 

improving data mining performance, building 

simpler and more comprehensible models and  

preparing  clean data which is easy to understand. 

The Feature selection technique is used for the data 

containing  many irrelevant and replicated features. 

In successful data mining applications, Feature 

selection is an essential step which can effectively 

reduce data dimensionality by removing the 

irrelevant features  and  feature redundancy. Many 
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feature subset methods are used for this purpose 

which  are Wrapper, filter, Embedded and hybrid 

which are classified on the basis of their generality, 

accuracy and computational complexity. The 

wrapper method requires predefined algorithm to 

select the features.  

Wrapper methods uses a predictive model to score 

feature subsets. As wrapper methods trains a new 

model for each subset, they are  computationally 

very expensive. The wrapper methods are beneficial 

but requires  more time to select the features. The 

selected features are limited and computational 

complexity is large in wrapper methods. When the 

number of features are very high filter method can 

be a good choice. The computational complexity is 

low but there is no guarantee of accuracy. To 

achieve the better performance, combination of filter 

and wrapper can be used which is known as hybrid 

method. Two fundamental problems for feature 

selection on social media data are relation extraction 

and mathematical representation and their associated 

challenges are:  what are different types of relations 

among data instances and how to capture them and 

how to model these relations for feature selection. 

Here, we propose a framework Linked feature 

selection of social media data that naturally 

integrates different relations into a state-of the-art 

formulation of feature selection, and turn the 

integrated formulations to an optimization problem 

with convergence analysis when developing its 

corresponding feature selection algorithm. We 

propose an algorithm which is the combination of  

Linked feature selection and FAST algorithm. 

Which works in  three steps. In the first step linking 

between the features takes place using Linked FS 

algorithm and then the features which are linked 

with each other are only get processed in the next 

step. In the second step features are divided into 

clusters using clustering method and then in the last 

step most representative features are  selected which 

are strongly related with the target class to get the 

final subset of features. 

2. Related Work 

Set Predictive accuracy is not contributed by 

irrelevant features and redundant features which 

provides the information which is already present in 

other features. 

FAST algorithm
[1]

 employs the clustering-based 

method to choose effective and efficient features. 

Consist  method
[2]

 uses best first strategy for 

searching the minimal subset.Some feature subset 

selection algorithms
[3]

 eliminate irrelevant features 
[4]

 efficiently but fail to handle redundant features 

and some of others can eliminate the irrelevant 

features but fails to handle redundant features.  

For High Dimensional Data several researchers have 

done the Fast Clustering-Based Feature Subset 

Selection Algorithm.Many feature subset selection 

methods have studied which are divided into four 

broad categories . In Wrapper method 
[5]

 generality 

of the selected features is limited and complexity in 

computation is very high. Computational complexity 

of the Filter method is very low with good 

generality. Hybrid method 
[6]

  is the combination of 

wrapper and filter method.  To achieve best 

performance it is used. Embedded method is more 

efficient than above three categories. Decision tree 

and artificial neural networks are the examples of 

embedded method.  

CMIM
[7]

 picks the features iteratively which 

maximizes  their mutual information with the class 

to predict. Conditional Mutual Information 

Maximization criterion does not select a feature 

similar to already picked features, even if it is 

individually powerful, as it does not carry additional 

information about the class to predict. Relief
[8]

 is a 

weight-based algorithm inspired by instance-based 

learning algorithms for feature selection. Some 

feature selection algorithms uses relief which 

weighs each feature based on distance-based criteria 

function according to its ability to discriminate 

instances under different targets.The problem   in 

using Relief is, two or more predictive but highly 

correlated features are likely to be highly weighted. 

Therefore in removing redundant features Relief is 

ineffective and hence  generates non-optimal feature 

set size in the presence of redundant features. Relief-

F
[9]

 extends the Relief. Relief–F can work with 
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incomplete and noisy datasets and It can deal with 

multi-class problems, but fails to identify redundant 

features. It includes the search for nearest neighbors 

of different classes. CFS 
[10],[11]

uses best first search 

which quickly identifies and screens irrelevant, 

redundant, and noisy features and identifies relevant 

features
[12]

 as long as their relevance does not 

strongly depends on other features. CFS is 

inefficient at retrieving high-dimensional data FCBF 
[13]

 is a very similar solution called Fast Correlation-

Based Filter. It selects features which are highly 

correlated with the class to predict if they are less 

correlated to any feature already selected. It can 

identify relevant features as well as redundancy 

among relevant features. It   is a fast filter  method.  

The FOCUS algorithm
[14]

keep features in the queue 

which may contain a solution. Initially, the queue 

contains only the element which represents the 

whole set. In each iteration the queue is partitioned 

into disjoint subspaces, and those subspaces that 

cannot contain solutions are pruned from the search. 

The FOCUS only prunes subspaces that cannot be 

complete, and it will not miss any sufficient feature 

subsets. FOCUS-SF 
[15]

 reduces the exhaustive 

search in the FOCUS by using sequential forward 

selection. 

3. Proposed System 

3.1 Framework 

 
Figure 1: Proposed System 

 

The combination of FAST 
[1]

 Algorithm and Linked 

feature selection algorithm 
[2]

 is our proposed 

system. Main goal of using the combination of 

LUFS and FAST algorithm is to select a subset of 

useful features by using the linked dataset which 

should not contain the irrelevant and redundant 

features. The final features in the subset should 

contain the features which are not correlated with 

each other but highly correlated with the class. 

Framework of proposed Combination of two 

algorithms is shown in fig.1. It consistof two 

components of irrelevant feature removal and 

redundant feature elimination which are connected 

to each other. When we input the dataset, Linked 

feature selection algorithm reveals that dataset into 

linked dataset and then by using it as a input, the 

first component gives output which contains the 

feature relevant to the target concept and eliminates 

the irrelevant features, and the second component 

removes redundant features from relevant features 

by choosing representatives feature from different 

clusters. Removal of redundant features involves 

minimum spanning tree construction from the linked 

dataset after removal of irrelevant features and thus 

produces the final subset of representative features. 

After defining the right relevance measure we can 

easily remove the irrelevant features, but the 

removal of redundant features is a bit of 

complicated.  More calculations has to be done for 

removal of redundant features.Redundancy is related 

with feature correlation and Relevance is related 

with feature-target concept correlation.      

Symmetric uncertainty is a measure of correlation 

between two features or between target concept and 

feature. When we have two variables, then 

symmetric uncertainty indicates that knowledge of 

one value can predict the value of other or not.If 

value of SU is 1 then it means that one value can 

completely predict the value of other and if it is 0 

then it means that two variables are independent of 

each other.  

Feature subset selection is the process that identifies 

and retains the strong T-Relevance features and 

selects representative features as output. 
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3.2 Algorithm 

Input:   D{F1,F2,…Fm,C}- the given dataset 

Output: S subset of relevant features 

//--------LUFS Algorithm for linking dataset----- 

1. Obtain the social dimension indicator matrix H 

2. Set F =            

3. Construct  S through Eq.6 

4. Set L = D – S 

5. Set t = 0 and initialize D0 as an identity matrix 

6. Update the diagonal matrix    , where the 

ith  diagonal element is1/(2||  (i,:)      

7.  Sort each feature according to    (i,:)    in 

descending order and select  top-k ranked ones; 

//---- Minimum Spanning Tree Construction----- 

   8. G = NULL; //G is a complete graph 

   9. for each pair of features {   ,   } ⊂ S do 

 10. F-Correlation = SU (   ,   ) 

11.  d    ,  /     ,      ℎF-Correlation as 

the weight of the corresponding edge; 

12.minSpanTree= Prim (G); //Using Prim 

Algorithmto generate the minimum spanning tree 

//---Tree Partition and Representative Feature 

Selection 

13.Forest = minSpanTree 

14.for each edge    ∈ Forest do 

15.  ifSU (   ,   )<SU (   , )∧SU (   ,   )< 

SU (   , )then 

16.  Forest=Forest–    

17.S =   

18.for each tree   ∈ Forest do 

19.    =          ∈  
SU(   , ) 

20. S = S ∪ {   }; 

21.return S. 

4. Results 

 
Figure 2:Accuracy vs Number of features 

 
Figure 3:Time vs Number of features 

For evaluating the performance and effectiveness of 

the proposed algorithm we are using the dataset 

related with social media. After applying dataset 

cleaning we get the connected clusters and high 

dimensional matrix of that clusters. In the existing 

FAST algorithm major amount of work involves the 

calculation of  SU values for F-correlation and T-

Relevance having linear time complexity O(m). 

where m indicates the number of features. 

Using proposed algorithm linking between the 

features in the given dataset is performed using 

Linked feature selection algorithm.  The features 

which are related with other features are only 

considered for the next procedure. So in the next 

step we have to take into consideration the linked 

features and have to calculate the SU for the linked 

features only. Which reduces the complexity of   

calculating SU for each feature to O(k).  where k is 

the number of linked features and (k ≤ m). 
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